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APPENDIX

This appendix contains copies of the survey responses cited in the thesis. Some responses were hand written by the survey participants and some were recorded by the researcher - based on the preference of each individual surveyed.
UK UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Slightly more 'homely' aesthetic qualities
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Warmer feel (given limitations of colour/texture)
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Personal dislike for brick used in this way
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Curved/Arched/domed - relaxing feel?
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? Don't know
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? Depends on context
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? D
- Page 5 Why? Depends on view / what is seen through window
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Feeling of space
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Sense of clarity / openness
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B
- Page 8 Why? Suits view
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? 
  - Page 1 Why? Because it has more balance with its structure.
  - Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  - Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  - Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
  - Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? A
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? B
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? A
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? A
  - Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
  - Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? B
  - Page 5 Why? Because it is upright and gives a building more slender appearance.
  - Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  - Page 6 Why? Because it is landscape view.
  - Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
  - Page 7 Why? Space, broken down.
  - Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
Questionnaire

• Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? __A__
  Why? __ROOF PROVIDES FEELING OF SHELTER__
• Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? __B__
  Why? __WARMER COLOURED__
• Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? __C__
  Why? __COLD COLOURED AND FRAGMENTED ELEVATION__
• Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? __B__
  Why? __CURVED CEILING IS MORE NATURALLY THE STRONGER SHAPE__
• Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? __A__
  Why? __UPPER CEILING IS LEAST WELL SUPPORTED__
• Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? __D__
  Which shape suggests health? __A__
• Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? __A__
  Which shape suggests unity? __B__
• Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? __B__
  Which shape suggests confinement? __E__
• Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? __B__
  Which shape suggests comfort? __B__
• Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? __________
• Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? __F__
  Why? __HUMAN FORM HAS VERTICAL EMPHASIS__
• Page 6 Which view do you prefer? __A__
  Why? __MORE WIDER VIEW GIVEN (HELPED BY LESS MAGNIFICATION)__
• Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? __B__
  Why? __ELEMENT BROKEN DOWN TO A SMALLER SCALE__
• Page 8 Which window do you prefer? __A__
  Why? __VIEW UNINTERRUPTED__
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? LESS INSTITUTIONAL
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? TRADITIONAL, WARM!
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? COLD
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? MORE EMBRACING.
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? HARD EDGED.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? COMPLETE LANDSCAPE VIEWS
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? FULLER STORIE.
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? TRADITION
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? MORE VIEW COMPLETE.
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A.
- Page 1 Why? PROTECTED CORNER
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B.
- Page 2 Why? WARMER
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C.
- Page 2 Why? COLDER
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B.
- Page 3 Why? CALMNESS OF THE CUBE
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C.
- Page 3 Why? STRONG ANGULAR - AGGRESSIVE CORNER
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? E.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? A.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B.
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF LIFE
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? B.
- Page 5 Why? MORE DEFENSIVE - YOU CAN HIDE BY STEPPING TO THE SIDE
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A.
- Page 6 Why? I CAN SEE MORE OF WHAT IS GOING ON.
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? T.
- Page 7 Why? MORE DEFENSIVE
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B.
- Page 8 Why? THE PICTURE HAS MORE PERSPECTIVE TO IT.
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A __________
- Page 1 Why? BECAUSE OF THE PITCHED ROOF
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B __________
- Page 2 Why? BECAUSE OF THE COLOUR (WHICH)
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A __________
- Page 2 Why? AGAIN THE COLOUR
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? S __________
- Page 3 Why? THE LEAST HARD ANGLES
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A __________
- Page 3 Why? IT HAS THE MOST ANGLES
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? A __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? B __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? B __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? A __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? S __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? A __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B __________
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ABOUT COMFORT
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? B __________
- Page 5 Why? SUGGESTS AN OVAL WINDOW. LET IN SUN
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A __________
- Page 6 Why? MORE VARIATIONAL
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B __________
- Page 7 Why? I DO NOT LIKE CASE OF GLASS
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B __________
- Page 8 Why? PROVE THE VIEW IS INTERESTING. IT IS A SECURE
  PASSAGE
Questionnaire

- Page 1  Which building looks more comfortable?  A
- Page 1  Why?  Looks more in balance, and appealing to the eye.
- Page 2  Which building looks the most comfortable?  B
- Page 2  Why?  Aesthetically pleasing (square, uncluttered units)
- Page 2  Which building looks the least comfortable?  C
- Page 2  Why?  Cold colors, least pleasing to the eye.
- Page 3  Which room looks the most comfortable?  B
- Page 3  Why?  Best shape, relation
- Page 3  Which room looks the least comfortable?  A
- Page 3  Why?  Just seems distant, distant.
- Page 4  Which shape suggests aspiration?  B
- Page 4  Which shape suggests health?  C
- Page 4  Which shape suggests healing?  A
- Page 4  Which shape suggests unity?  B
- Page 4  Which shape suggests completion?  B
- Page 4  Which shape suggests confinement?  D
- Page 4  Which shape suggests freedom?  E
- Page 4  Which shape suggests comfort?  D
- Page 4  What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?  
- Page 5  Which window shape do you prefer?  A
- Page 5  Why?  Able to see a view, future?
- Page 6  Which view do you prefer?  A
- Page 6  Why?  More related to the whole environment
- Page 7  Which window layout do you prefer?  B
- Page 7  Why?  Square, components easy to relate to.
- Page 8  Which window do you prefer?  A
- Page 8  Why?  No distortion from the picture (less glare, brighter)
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? More detail
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Bricks are aesthetically pleasing
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Cold looking
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Soft and comforting
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Boxy
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? E
- Page 5 Why? Nice perspective breaks up A better perspective
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Appears wider rather than higher
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? Breaks the expanse of A
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Natural
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  - Page 1 Why? The roof makes it look more friendly.
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  - Page 2 Why? Made out of red brick it looks welcoming.
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  - Page 2 Why? The grey stone looks bland and cold.
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? D
  - Page 3 Why? The curved ceiling looks nice.
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? D
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
  - Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ______________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? E
  - Page 5 Why? Height gives more space.
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  - Page 6 Why? It shows more of the landscape.
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
  - Page 7 Why? No interruptions within the outside frame.
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  - Page 8 Why? The view is not interrupted by the frame.
Questionnaire

1. Which building looks more comfortable? A
2. Why? The roof structure.
3. Which building looks the most comfortable? A
5. Which building looks the least comfortable? C
7. Which room looks the most comfortable? B
8. Why? The curve appears less sharp than the others.
9. Which room looks the least comfortable? A
11. Which shape suggests aspiration? E
12. Which shape suggests health? A
13. Which shape suggests healing? B
14. Which shape suggests unity? B
15. Which shape suggests completion? C
16. Which shape suggests confinement? C
17. Which shape suggests freedom? D
18. Which shape suggests comfort? B
19. What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? N/A.
20. Which window shape do you prefer? A
22. Which view do you prefer? A
24. Which window layout do you prefer? B
26. Which window do you prefer? B
27. Why? Again more features, more views.
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? The roof structure
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? The height
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? The height
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? The lighting
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? The lighting
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? D
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? The view
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? The view
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? The view
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer?
- Page 8 Why?
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? __________
- Page 1 Why? The style of __________ looks more inviting.
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? __________
- Page 2 Why? All look inviting but __________.
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? __________
- Page 2 Why? __________
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? __________
- Page 3 Why? __________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? __________
- Page 3 Why? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? __________
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? __________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? __________
- Page 5 Why? __________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? __________
- Page 6 Why? __________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? __________
- Page 7 Why? __________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? __________
- Page 8 Why? __________
**Questionnaire**

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? B looks unfinished
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? ____ looks "warmer"
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? ____ not sure
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? ____
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? ____ too many sight lines
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Would give more functional view
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? As above
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Easier to clean
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? ________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? B
- Page 1 Why? compact
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? warmth feeling
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? square cold with stone
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? least striking lines
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A C
- Page 3 Why? to many angles
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? The circle having comfort ete opposite
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? landscape being more appealing
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? more to view
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? less obstruction
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? clearer
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? 
  - Why? 

- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? 
  - Why? 

- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? 
  - Why? 

- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? 
  - Why? 

- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? 
  - Why? 

- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? 
  - Which shape suggests health? 
  - Which shape suggests healing? 
  - Which shape suggests unity? 
  - Which shape suggests completion? 
  - Which shape suggests confinement? 
  - Which shape suggests freedom? 
  - Which shape suggests comfort? 
  - What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 

- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? 
  - Why? 

- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? 
  - Why? 

- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? 
  - Why? 

- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? 
  - Why?
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? __B__
- Page 1 Why? Low upper floor ceiling = easy.
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? __A__
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? __C__
- Page 2 Why? Stone's colour looks oppressive and heavy.
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? __B__
- Page 3 Why? The curve looks embracing.
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? __C__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? __D__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? __A__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? __A__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? __B__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? __C__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? __E__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? __A__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? __B__
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? __A = First aid__

- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? __A__
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? __A__
- Page 6 Why? You can see more.
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? __A__
- Page 7 Why? __View not obstructed by frame__
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? __A__
- Page 8 Why? __The view is uninterrupted__
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  - Why? ____________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  - Why? ____________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  - Why? ____________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? D
  - Why? ____________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? E
  - Why? ____________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? F
  - Which shape suggests health? G
  - Which shape suggests healing? H
  - Which shape suggests unity? I
  - Which shape suggests completion? J
  - Which shape suggests confinement? K
  - Which shape suggests freedom? L
  - Which shape suggests comfort? M
  - What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ____________________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  - Why? ____________________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  - Why? ____________________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? ____________________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  - Why? ____________________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Because they look like boxes and boxes are not comfortable
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Because it is made of brick
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Because it is not
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? I believe that rooms with round ceiling look nice
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? Because it looks like the inside
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? C
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? It is bigger and gives more light to the room
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? B
- Page 6 Why? Because you can see things more clearly
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Because I like looking outside without any bars
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Because I don't feel trapped
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? A
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? B
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? C
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? D
- Page 3 Why? D
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? E
- Page 3 Why? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? F
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? G
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? H
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? I
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? J
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? K
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? L
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? M
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? N
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? O
- Page 5 Why? O
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? P
- Page 6 Why? P
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? Q
- Page 7 Why? Q
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? R
- Page 8 Why? R
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  - Why? __________

- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  - Why? __________

- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  - Why? __________

- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? __________
  - Why? __________

- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? __________
  - Why? __________

- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? B
  - Which shape suggests health? A
  - Which shape suggests healing? __________
  - Which shape suggests unity? __________
  - Which shape suggests completion? C
  - Which shape suggests confinement? __________
  - Which shape suggests freedom? __________
  - Which shape suggests comfort? __________
  - What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? __________

- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  - Why? __________

- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  - Why? __________

- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
  - Why? __________

- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B
  - Why? __________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Traditional construction
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Clear
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Grid system
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Arched effect
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Basic & plain
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Horizontal & long
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? 
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? Many possibilities
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B
- Page 8 Why? Allows for different aspect of view
Questionnaire

- Page 1  Which building looks more comfortable?  \[A\]
- Page 1  Why?  less institutional
- Page 2  Which building looks the most comfortable?  \[G\]stone.
- Page 2  Why?  more high spec, probably higher spec inside  \[B\]
- Page 2  Which building looks the least comfortable?  \[B\]
- Page 2  Why?  looks older, more austere
- Page 3  Which room looks the most comfortable?  \[B\]
- Page 3  Why?  more natural, rounded, prestigious  \[A\]
- Page 3  Which room looks the least comfortable?  \[A\]
- Page 3  Why?  looks as though no thought has gone into it
- Page 4  Which shape suggests aspiration?  \[E\]
- Page 4  Which shape suggests health?  \[A\]
- Page 4  Which shape suggests healing?  \[B\]
- Page 4  Which shape suggests unity?  \[C\]
- Page 4  Which shape suggests completion?  \[B\]
- Page 4  Which shape suggests confinement?  \[C\]
- Page 4  Which shape suggests freedom?  \[E\]
- Page 4  Which shape suggests comfort?  \[B\]
- Page 4  What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?  \[D = power/oppresion\]
- Page 5  Which window shape do you prefer?  \[B\]
- Page 5  Why?  lets in more light
- Page 6  Which view do you prefer?  \[A\]
- Page 6  Why?  wider - more freedom
- Page 7  Which window layout do you prefer?  \[B\]
- Page 7  Why?  reminds me of childhood/security, more homely
- Page 8  Which window do you prefer?  \[B\]
- Page 8  Why?  \[A\] is just a hole in the wall not a window
  no barrier
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? __________
- Page 1 Why? __________
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? __________
- Page 2 Why? __________
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? __________
- Page 2 Why? __________
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? __________
- Page 3 Why? __________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? __________
- Page 3 Why? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? __________
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? __________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? __________
- Page 5 Why? __________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? __________
- Page 6 Why? __________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? __________
- Page 7 Why? __________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? __________
- Page 8 Why? __________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? potentially higher ceiling height
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B for cold climates
- Page 2 Why? warm colors/cool colors A for hot climates C - too stuffy
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? imagine roof lights to A & B
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? imagine roof lights to A & B
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? too dark
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? D & A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D & A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? I like the platonic shape & less the more complicated ones
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? B
- Page 5 Why? I don't know - maybe tradition
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A - for information
- Page 6 Why? more of landscape in view
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? simpler
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? more of landscape in view
Questionnaire

• Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
• Page 1 Why? Because of the shape of the roof.
• Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
• Page 2 Why? Because I think the brick will be warmer.
• Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
• Page 2 Why? Looks more like a prison building.
• Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
• Page 3 Why? It has a softer appearance.
• Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
• Page 3 Why? It is like a square box.
• Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
• Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
• Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
• Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? C
• Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
• Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
• Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? F
• Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? A
• Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 

• Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
• Page 5 Why? It would let in more light.
• Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
• Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
• Page 7 Why? It’s easier to clean.
• Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
• Page 8 Why? You are viewing the scenery with bits of hood in your eyes.
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Looks more like a standard building - less stark
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Colour - again, a standard building
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Looks like a prison building
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Soft lines
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Box like
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? NA
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? A: Red cross symbol
  E: Teardrop  B: Warning symbol
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? B
- Page 5 Why? Looks more appealing to a tall person
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Greater panorama - not main
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? We have Georgian windows at home!
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B
- Page 8 Why? Gave more definition to the view
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? It looks modern & more welcoming
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Less harsh on the eyes
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Because it is red brick & severe
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? It has less sharp lines-more fluid
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Too severe & clinical
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? They don't have any meanings.
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? B
- Page 5 Why? Because you can see more
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? B
- Page 6 Why? It focuses more on the mon.
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? It's decorative.
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? The picture is continuous.
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A.
- Page 1 Why? looks less square, prison-like.
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B.
- Page 2 Why? brighter, rounder, hides, less glare.
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C.
- Page 2 Why? over complicated & dull.
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B.
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B.
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? E = a long tear drop.
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A.
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A.
- Page 6 Why? A wider view.
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B.
- Page 7 Why? it's reminiscent of playschool.
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A.
- Page 8 Why? un-interrupted view.
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? shape of the roof
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? feeling of space
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? too crowded
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? appears more airy
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? not sure!
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ___________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? more space
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? more content
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? looks larger
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? _________
- Page 8 Why? better view
Questionnaire

- Page 1  Which building looks more comfortable?  
- Page 1  Why?  
- Page 2  Which building looks the most comfortable?  
- Page 2  Why?  
- Page 2  Which building looks the least comfortable?  
- Page 2  Why?  
- Page 3  Which room looks the most comfortable?  
- Page 3  Why?  
- Page 3  Which room looks the least comfortable?  
- Page 3  Why?  
- Page 4  Which shape suggests aspiration?  
- Page 4  Which shape suggests health?  
- Page 4  Which shape suggests healing?  
- Page 4  Which shape suggests unity?  
- Page 4  Which shape suggests completion?  
- Page 4  Which shape suggests confinement?  
- Page 4  Which shape suggests freedom?  
- Page 4  Which shape suggests comfort?  
- Page 4  What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?  
- Page 5  Which window shape do you prefer?  
- Page 5  Why?  
- Page 6  Which view do you prefer?  
- Page 6  Why?  
- Page 7  Which window layout do you prefer?  
- Page 7  Why?  
- Page 8  Which window do you prefer?  
- Page 8  Why?
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  - Why? ROOF LOOKS MORE WELCOMING HOMELY
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
  - Why? CONTRAST BETWEEN WALL MATERIALS AND WINDOW
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? B
  - Why? BACK NOT APPEALING
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
  - Why? HIGHEST CEILING MOST SPACE
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  - Why? LOWEST CEILING LEAST LIGHT
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? A
  - Which shape suggests health? A
  - Which shape suggests healing? A
  - Which shape suggests unity? B
  - Which shape suggests completion? C
  - Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? A
  - Which shape suggests comfort? A
  - What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? E: UNHAPPINESS
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  - Why? WIDEST IMPLIES MOST LIGHT
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  - Why? WIDER VIEW MOST SPACE
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
  - Why? MOST LIGHT
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  - Why? BEST VIEW MOST LIGHT
Questionnaire

• Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
• Page 1 Why? More homely
• Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
• Page 2 Why? Less austere
• Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
• Page 2 Why? Looks like a prison
• Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? D
• Page 3 Why? Has a (soft) feel
• Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
• Page 3 Why? Looks like a church
• Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? C
• Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
• Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
• Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
• Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
• Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
• Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? C
• Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
• Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? E - See (C)
• Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
• Page 5 Why? Is wider, can see more outside
• Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
• Page 6 Why? Is above
• Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
• Page 7 Why? More density
• Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
• Page 8 Why? Is above
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable?  
- Page 1 Why?  
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable?  
- Page 2 Why?  
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable?  
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable?  
- Page 3 Why?  
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable?  
- Page 3 Why?  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration?  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health?  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing?  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity?  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion?  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement?  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom?  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort?  
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?  
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer?  
- Page 5 Why?  
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer?  
- Page 6 Why?  
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer?  
- Page 7 Why?  
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer?  
- Page 8 Why?
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? OVERALL DESIGN MORE APPEALING
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? I LIKE RED BRICKWORK
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? COLOR MASS
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? HAS A SMALLER CEILING SPACE
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? IT LOOKS LIKE A CHURCH
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? BETTER OUTSIDE VIEW
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? TAKES IN MORE LANDSCAPE
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? NO BLOCKED VISION
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? NO BLOCKED VISION
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? __________
- Page 1 Why? _________________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? ______
- Page 2 Why? _________________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? ______
- Page 2 Why? _________________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? ________
- Page 3 Why? _________________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? ________
- Page 3 Why? _________________________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? ____________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? ____________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? ____________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? ____________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? ____________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? ____________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? ____________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? ____________
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ____________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? ____________
- Page 5 Why? _________________________________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? ____________
- Page 6 Why? _________________________________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? ____________
- Page 7 Why? _________________________________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? ____________
- Page 8 Why? _________________________________________
Questionnaire

- **Page 1**: Which building looks more comfortable? A
- **Page 1**: Why? [Your reasoning]
- **Page 2**: Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- **Page 2**: Why? More natural
- **Page 2**: Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- **Page 2**: Why? Looks cold
- **Page 3**: Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- **Page 3**: Why? 'Softer'
- **Page 3**: Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- **Page 3**: Why? Hard, conveys rigidity
- **Page 4**: Which shape suggests aspiration? B
- **Page 4**: Which shape suggests health? B
- **Page 4**: Which shape suggests healing? E
- **Page 4**: Which shape suggests unity? B
- **Page 4**: Which shape suggests completion? A
- **Page 4**: Which shape suggests confinement? D
- **Page 4**: Which shape suggests freedom? E
- **Page 4**: Which shape suggests comfort? E
- **Page 4**: What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? (A) is fluid, relaxed
- **Page 5**: Which window shape do you prefer? A
- **Page 5**: Why? [Your reasoning]
- **Page 6**: Which view do you prefer? A
- **Page 6**: Why? Can see more
- **Page 7**: Which window layout do you prefer? A
- **Page 7**: Why? Not confined, not broken up
- **Page 8**: Which window do you prefer? A
- **Page 8**: Why? Not split up, open
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? __ it has a roof __
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? a) to plain b) to harsh.
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? very hard looking.
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? looks softer, church like
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? Crying. First aid.
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? wider view
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? gives a bigger picture.
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? more open
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? gives a more open, less selective view.
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? __A__
- Page 1 Why? ____________________________________________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? __B__
- Page 2 Why? ____________________________________________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? __C__
- Page 2 Why? ____________________________________________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? __D__
- Page 3 Why? ____________________________________________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? __E__
- Page 3 Why? ____________________________________________________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? __F__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? __G__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? __H__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? __I__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? __J__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? __K__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? __L__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? __M__
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ____________________________________________________________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? __N__
- Page 5 Why? ____________________________________________________________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? __O__
- Page 6 Why? ____________________________________________________________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? __P__
- Page 7 Why? ____________________________________________________________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? __Q__
- Page 8 Why? ____________________________________________________________________
Questionnaire

• Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
• Page 1 Why? It's roof is shaped to make rain run down better
• Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
• Page 2 Why? Gives the impression of warmth
• Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
• Page 2 Why? Looks colder
• Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
• Page 3 Why? Soft rounded shape - relaxing
• Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
• Page 3 Why? Harsh look - colder
• Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
• Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
• Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? B
• Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? D
• Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
• Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? B
• Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? C
• Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? A
• Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 

• Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? B
• Page 5 Why? Because you can see the sky - more open.
• Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
• Page 6 Why? Because you can see more of the scenery/ground
• Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
• Page 7 Why? More interesting Architecture
• Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B
• Page 8 Why? Broods Pictures up into Section.
Questionnaire

1. Which building looks more comfortable? A
   Why? A roof looks more historic and homely.
2. Which building looks the most comfortable? B
   Why? Looks like more work has gone into it also expensive?
3. Which building looks the least comfortable? A
4. Which room looks the most comfortable? B
   Why? More homely + relaxing
5. Which room looks the least comfortable? A
   Why? Too boxy + enclosed.
6. Which shape suggests aspiration? C
7. Which shape suggests health? A
8. Which shape suggests healing? A
9. Which shape suggests unity? C
10. Which shape suggests completion? C
11. Which shape suggests confinement? D
12. Which shape suggests freedom? B
13. Which shape suggests comfort? A
14. What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
15. Which window shape do you prefer? A
   Why? Get any overall view at once.
16. Which view do you prefer? A
   Why? Get a wider picture, better views.
17. Which window layout do you prefer? B
   Why? Breaks it down not so plain.
18. Which window do you prefer? B
   Why? Also breaks it down.
19. Questionnaire
Questionnaire

• Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  Why? Because it has a higher roof and appears more homesy.

• Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  Why? Partly because of the color and the door.

• Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  Why? Appears a little confusing to look at.

• Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
  Why? Because it appears more spacious, possibly due to the
  view.

• Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  Why? Appears claustrophobic.

• Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
  Which shape suggests health? A
  Which shape suggests healing? A
  Which shape suggests unity? C
  Which shape suggests completion? B
  Which shape suggests confinement? D
  Which shape suggests freedom? C
  Which shape suggests comfort? A
  What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ________________

• Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  Why? Because I would be able to see out, but not be seen full length.

• Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  Why? Because it covers a wider scenic.

• Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
  Why? Because it appears more traditional.

• Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  Why? Because & can see more.
Questionnaire

1. Which building looks more comfortable? __________
   Why? ____________________________________________

2. Which building looks the most comfortable? __________
   Why? ____________________________________________

3. Which building looks the least comfortable? __________
   Why? ____________________________________________

4. Which room looks the most comfortable? __________
   Why? ____________________________________________

5. Which room looks the least comfortable? __________
   Why? ____________________________________________

6. Which shape suggests aspiration? __________
   Which shape suggests health? __________

7. Which shape suggests healing? __________
   Which shape suggests unity? __________

8. Which shape suggests completion? __________
   Which shape suggests confinement? __________

9. Which shape suggests freedom? __________
   Which shape suggests comfort? __________

10. What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? __________

11. Which window shape do you prefer? __________
    Why? ____________________________________________

12. Which view do you prefer? __________
    Why? ____________________________________________

13. Which window layout do you prefer? __________
    Why? ____________________________________________

14. Which window do you prefer? __________
    Why? ____________________________________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A __________________________
- Page 1 Why? __________________________________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B ______________________
- Page 2 Why? __________________________________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C _____________________
- Page 2 Why? __________________________________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C _________________________
- Page 3 Why? __________________________________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? ____________________________
- Page 3 Why? __________________________________________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D ________________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? _____________________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? _____________________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? _______________________________________ 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? _________________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? _________________________________ 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? ____________________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? ______________________________________
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ______________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? _________________________________
- Page 5 Why? __________________________________________________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? ________________________________________
- Page 6 Why? __________________________________________________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? ________________________________
- Page 7 Why? __________________________________________________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? _____________________________________
- Page 8 Why? __________________________________________________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Suggests a more homely environment
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? A warm colour
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Cold earth without a welcoming door experience
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? Lot of corner or more space
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Long, angular, sharp, hard
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? None
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? None due to shape of teardrop
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? A wider view
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? A view seen - one detail to observe
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Doesn't hinder the view by hiding it from view
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? One reason an adult
Questionnaire

• Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable?  
• Page 1 Why?  
• Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable?  
• Page 2 Why?  
• Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable?  
• Page 2 Why?  
• Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable?  
• Page 3 Why?  
• Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable?  
• Page 3 Why?  
• Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration?  
• Page 4 Which shape suggests health?  
• Page 4 Which shape suggests healing?  
• Page 4 Which shape suggests unity?  
• Page 4 Which shape suggests completion?  
• Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement?  
• Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom?  
• Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort?  
• Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?  
• Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer?  
• Page 5 Why?  
• Page 6 Which view do you prefer?  
• Page 6 Why?  
• Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer?  
• Page 7 Why?  
• Page 8 Which window do you prefer?  
• Page 8 Why?
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable?  
- Page 1 Why?  
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable?  
- Page 2 Why?  
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable?  
- Page 2 Why?  
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable?  
- Page 3 Why?  
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable?  
- Page 3 Why?  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration?  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health?  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing?  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity?  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion?  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement?  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom?  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort?  
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?  
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer?  
- Page 5 Why?  
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer?  
- Page 6 Why?  
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer?  
- Page 7 Why?  
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer?  
- Page 8 Why?
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  - Page 1 Why? don't like flat roofs
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  - Page 2 Why? Brick is more individual
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
  - Page 2 Why? very bland - no shape
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
  - Page 3 Why? like curve
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  - Page 3 Why? too crowded
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? c - sensitivity e - claustrophobic
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  - Page 5 Why? universal view
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  - Page 6 Why? same
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
  - Page 7 Why? B is more containing
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  - Page 8 Why? same
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? 
  
- Page 1 Why? 
  
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? 
  
- Page 2 Why? 
  
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? 
  
- Page 2 Why? 
  
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? 
  
- Page 3 Why? 
  
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? 
  
- Page 3 Why? 
  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? 
  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? 
  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? 
  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? 
  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? 
  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? 
  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? 
  
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? 
  
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
  
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? 
  
- Page 5 Why? 
  
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? 
  
- Page 6 Why? 
  
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? 
  
- Page 7 Why? 
  
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? 
  
- Page 8 Why?
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Better lines - more inviting
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Nicer colour - more character
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Looks cold - front is distracting
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Arch is softer - more pleasing to the eye
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Ceiling area looks large - light - in hot heat loss / cold environment
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? A = Fresh and health, B = Confining, C = Healing, D = Healing, E = Tears, F = Healing
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? E & A
- Page 5 Why? Neat + Symmetrical, Visual shape of window, Good for landscape
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? See more of interest as opposed to more sky
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? More character than plain glass
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  - Page 1 Why? Because it has pitched roof
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  - Page 2 Why? Because of bricks
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
  - Page 2 Why? Because of concrete or stucco
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? A
  - Page 3 Why? ________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
  - Page 3 Why? ________________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? C
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? E
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? D
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? A
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? A
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
  - Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? Health
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  - Page 5 Why? Because can see more in length
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  - Page 6 Why? Because can see more in length
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
  - Page 7 Why? More modern
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  - Page 8 Why? Because have a better view
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  Why? Homey cause of the roof
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  Why? More yuppy (modern)
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
  Why? Looks like american prison (overdone)
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
  Why? Too technical
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? C
  Why? C
  Which shape suggests health? B
  Which shape suggests healing? A
  Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? A
  What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? familiar
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  Why? Not so common new to me the shape
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  Why? Scenic
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
  Why? 
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  Why? 

Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  - Why?

- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  - Why?

- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  - Why?

- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
  - Why?

- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  - Why?

- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
  - Which shape suggests health? A
  - Which shape suggests healing? A
  - Which shape suggests unity? B
  - Which shape suggests completion? C
  - Which shape suggests confinement? D
  - Which shape suggests freedom? A
  - Which shape suggests comfort? B
  - What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?

- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  - Why?

- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  - Why?

- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
  - Why? No Blockage

- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  - Why? No Spot View
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why?
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why?
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why?
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? S
- Page 3 Why?
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why?
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why?
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? B
- Page 6 Why?
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why?
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B
- Page 8 Why?
Questionnaire

• Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? ___ A
• Page 1 Why? ________________
• Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? ___ B
• Page 2 Why? ________________
• Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? ___ C
• Page 2 Why? ________________
• Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? ___ A
• Page 3 Why? ________________
• Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? ___ C
• Page 3 Why? ________________
• Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? ___ B
• Page 4 Which shape suggests health? ___ A
• Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? ___ A
• Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? ___ A
• Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? ___ C
• Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? ___ D
• Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? ___ A
• Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? ___ A
• Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ________________

• Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? ___ A
• Page 5 Why? ________________
• Page 6 Which view do you prefer? ___ A
• Page 6 Why? ________________
• Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? ___ A
• Page 7 Why? ________________
• Page 8 Which window do you prefer? ___ A
• Page 8 Why? ________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? More appealing to the eye
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? More appealing to the eye
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? No colour
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Prefer the structure
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Too box like
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? The circle is the whole, the cross suggests healing.
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Landscape style
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Landscape
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? Sectional
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B
- Page 8 Why? As above
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? ___________________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? ___________________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? ___________________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? ___________________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? ___________________________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? C
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? __________________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? ___________________________________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? ___________________________________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? ___________________________________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B
- Page 8 Why? ___________________________________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? FINISHED
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? BRIGHTER
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? BLOCK
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? TRADITIONAL
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? CRAMPED FEELING
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? SECURITY
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? MORE SPACE
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? MORE SPACE
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? BETTER VIEW
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? UN INTERRUPTED
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why?________ Design
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why?________ Design & Colour
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why?________ Don't like stone
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why?________ Rooft Design
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why?________ Don't like square corners
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? A
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? __________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why?________ like the horizontal - more light
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why?________ more of it
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why?________ more light
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why?________ all on its own not cut up in bits
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? ROOF
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? PLAIN SURFACE
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? COMPLICATED PATTERN
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? LESS CONFUSING TO LOOK AT
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? TOO MANY POINTED EDGES
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? SIMILAR TO THE WAY I SEE
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? WIDER VIEW
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? LESS COMPLICATED
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? THE OTHER WINDOW SEEMS UNREAL
Questionnaire

• Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
• Page 1 Why? because it has a roof
• Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
• Page 2 Why? not known
• Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
• Page 2 Why? not known
• Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
• Page 3 Why? not aggressive
• Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
• Page 3 Why? too square
• Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
• Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
• Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
• Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
• Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
• Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
• Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
• Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? A
• Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 

• Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
• Page 5 Why? you can see more and feel more free
• Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
• Page 6 Why? you can see more
• Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
• Page 7 Why? restricts the view
• Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
• Page 8 Why? as above
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  - Why? Design
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
  - Why? Design & Colour
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  - Why? Don't like stone
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
  - Why? Roof Design
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  - Why? Don't like square corners
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? A
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ____________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  - Why? Like the horizontal - more light
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  - Why? More of it
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
  - Why? More light
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  - Why? All on its own not cut up into bits
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  - Why? ROOF
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
  - Why? FLAT, SURFACE
  - Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  - Why? COMPLICATED PATTERN
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? A
  - Why? LESS CONFUSING, TO LOOK AT
  - Which room looks the least comfortable? C
  - Why? TOO MANY, POINTED EDGES
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? A
  - Which shape suggests health? I
  - Which shape suggests healing? E
  - Which shape suggests unity? E
  - Which shape suggests completion? B
  - Which shape suggests confinement? D
  - Which shape suggests freedom? A
  - Which shape suggests comfort? E
  - What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  - Why? SIMILAR TO THE WAY I SEE
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  - Why? WIDER VIEW
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
  - Why? LESS, COMPLICATED
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  - Why? THE OTHER WINDOW SEEMS UNREAL
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  Why? BECAUSE IT HAS A Roof
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  Why? NOT KNOWN
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  Why? NOT KNOWN
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
  Why? NOT ACCOMMODATIVE
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  Why? NOT SO OPEN
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
  Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
  Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
  Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
  Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
  Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
  Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
  Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E
  What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 

- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  Why? YOU CAN SEE MORE AND FEEL MORE FREE
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  Why? YOU CAN SEE MORE
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
  Why? RESTRICTS THE VIEW
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  Why? AS ABOVE
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  Why? ___________
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  Why? ___________
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  Why? ___________
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? □
  Why? ___________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? □
  Why? ___________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? □
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? □
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? □
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? □
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? □
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? □
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? □
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? □
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ___________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? □
  Why? ___________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? □
  Why? ___________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? □
  Why? ___________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? □
  Why? ___________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? \[\text{get the roof}\]
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? \[\text{like the color}\]
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? \[\text{looks like a prison}\]
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? \[\text{roof goes up high}\]
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? \[\text{feel squashed}\]
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? A danger
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? B
- Page 5 Why? \[\text{see more of the sky}\]
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? B
- Page 6 Why? \[\text{ditch}\]
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? \[\text{looks more lonely}\]
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? \[\text{lines make picture look smaller}\]
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? ____________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? ____________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? ____________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? ____________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? ____________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? F
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? C
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ____________________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? B
- Page 5 Why? ____________________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? ____________________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? ____________________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? ____________________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  - Why? old fashioned
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  - Why? warmer
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
  - Why? awful terrible
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
  - Why? rounded
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
  - Why? painted ceiling looks high
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
  - Which shape suggests health? A
  - Which shape suggests healing? B
  - Which shape suggests unity? A
  - Which shape suggests completion? A
  - Which shape suggests confinement? C
  - Which shape suggests freedom? B
  - Which shape suggests comfort? B
  - What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  - Why? see more
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  - Why? same
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
  - Why? on houses look very attractive
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  - Why? see more
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? 
- Page 1 Why?
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? 
- Page 2 Why?
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? 
- Page 2 Why?
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? 
- Page 3 Why?
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? 
- Page 3 Why?
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? 
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? 
- Page 5 Why? 
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? 
- Page 6 Why? 
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? 
- Page 7 Why? 
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? 
- Page 8 Why?
Questionnaire

1. Which building looks more comfortable? A
   Why? B is nondescript, like the roof
2. Which building looks the most comfortable? B
   Why? Just like red block
3. Which building looks the least comfortable? C
   Why? Too much
4. Which room looks the most comfortable? B
   Why?
5. Which room looks the least comfortable? C
   Why?
6. Which shape suggests aspiration? D
7. Which shape suggests health? A
8. Which shape suggests healing? A
9. Which shape suggests unity? B
10. Which shape suggests completion? C
11. Which shape suggests confinement? C
12. Which shape suggests freedom? B
13. Which shape suggests comfort? B
14. What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
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15. Which window shape do you prefer? A
   Why? With curtains A is less narrow
16. Which view do you prefer? A
   Why? Trees are therapeutic
17. Which window layout do you prefer? A
   Why? Without strips
18. Which window do you prefer? A
   Why? Strips dress it up
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? IT HAS A ROOF
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? BRICK HAS A WARMER APPEARANCE
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? IT IS TOO CLINICAL-LOOKING
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? IT LOOKS MORE AIRY & SPACIOUS
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? IT IS TOO ANGULAR
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? PRACTICALITY
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? MORE CHANCE OF GREATER VISIBILITY AT NORMAL EYE LEVEL
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? WIDER VIEW
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? VIEW IS NOT BROKEN-UP
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? VIEW IS COMPLETE WITH NO SECTIONS OBSCURED
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? doesn't look like hospital - looks like house
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? much more - color
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? institution
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? more like ordinary house
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? don't like shape
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? A
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? more compatible
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? like a country garden
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? homely
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? not institutional
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? _____ A 
- Page 1 Why? Brick looks less institutional 
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? _____ B 
- Page 2 Why? _____ B 
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? _____ A 
- Page 2 Why? _____ A 
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? _____ B 
- Page 3 Why? _____ B 
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? _____ A 
- Page 3 Why? _____ A 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? _____ E 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? _____ A 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? _____ A 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? _____ B 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? _____ B 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? _____ C 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? _____ E 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? _____ B 
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? _____ None 

- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? _____ A 
- Page 5 Why? _____ Wider single view 
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? _____ A 
- Page 6 Why? _____ Like wider view 
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? _____ A 
- Page 7 Why? _____ Unobstructed view 
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? _____ A 
- Page 8 Why? _____ Unobstructed view
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? 
- Page 1 Why? 
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? 
- Page 2 Why? 
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? 
- Page 2 Why? 
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? 
- Page 3 Why? 
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? 
- Page 3 Why? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? 
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? 
- Page 5 Why? 
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? 
- Page 6 Why? 
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? 
- Page 7 Why? 
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? 
- Page 8 Why?
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? _______
- Page 1 Why? _______
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? _______
- Page 2 Why? _______
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? _______
- Page 2 Why? _______
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? _______
- Page 3 Why? _______
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? _______
- Page 3 Why? _______
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? _______
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? _______
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? _______
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? _______
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? _______
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? _______
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? _______
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? _______
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? _______
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? _______
- Page 5 Why? _______
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? _______
- Page 6 Why? _______
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? _______
- Page 7 Why? _______
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? _______
- Page 8 Why? _______
Questionnaire

Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
Page 1 Why? B LOOKS LIKE A PRISON
Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? C
Page 2 Why? THE RED INTERIOR MADE IT PRETTY
Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? B
Page 2 Why? CONCRETE AND STUCCO APPEARED COLD
Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
Page 3 Why? THE EXACT ANGLES MADE IT RELAXING
Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? B
Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? D
Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? N
Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? None
Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
Page 5 Why? NOT LIKE VIEW
Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
Page 6 Why? NOT CALM VIEW
Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
Page 7 Why? B HAS AN OBSCURE VIEW
Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
Page 8 Why?
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Roof is better
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Warmer
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Don't like pattern & color
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? No angles
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? Most angles
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Wider
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Wider
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Simple
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Clearer view
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Looks more like a house
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Warm color brick
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Cold color stone
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Boonier
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Too square
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? D
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?

- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? B
- Page 5 Why? More like a house window
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Better view
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? More like a house window
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Better view
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? B is dull
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? More traditional
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Too modern
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Curves look more restful
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Too modern
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? None
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ________________

- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Seems bigger
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Horizontal
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Not chopped up
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Same
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Looks warmer
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Cleanest looking
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Don't like grey buildings
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Soft shape
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Too boxy
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? D
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? Cross religion
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Wider
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Better view
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? More traditional
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Better view
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? __A__
- Page 1 Why? ________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? __B__
- Page 2 Why? ________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? __C__
- Page 2 Why? ________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? __D__
- Page 3 Why? ________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? __E__
- Page 3 Why? ________________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? __F__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? __G__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? __H__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? __I__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? __J__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? __K__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? __L__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? __M__
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ________________________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? __N__
- Page 5 Why? ________________________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? __O__
- Page 6 Why? ________________________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? __P__
- Page 7 Why? ________________________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? __Q__
- Page 8 Why? ________________________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? 
- Page 1 Why? 
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? 
- Page 2 Why? 
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? 
- Page 2 Why? 
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? 
- Page 3 Why? 
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? 
- Page 3 Why? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? 
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? 
- Page 5 Why? 
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? 
- Page 6 Why? 
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? 
- Page 7 Why? 
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? 
- Page 8 Why?
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? 
  Why? ____________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? 
  Why? ____________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? 
  Why? ____________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? 
  Why? ____________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? 
  Why? ____________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? 
  Which shape suggests health? 
  Which shape suggests healing? 
  Which shape suggests unity? 
  Which shape suggests completion? 
  Which shape suggests confinement? 
  Which shape suggests freedom? 
  Which shape suggests comfort? 
  What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ____________________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? 
  Why? ____________________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? 
  Why? ____________________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? 
  Why? ____________________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? 
  Why? ____________________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? More finished; less institutional (which can be cold, impersonal), flat roofs are more likely to leak
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Traditional, expected, warmer color
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Lower ceiling indicates a smaller interior, higher ceilings in other 2 look like office room
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? More stable; implies extra room
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Lower ceiling makes it feel like an interior; higher ceilings in other 2 look like office room
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? D
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? Red Cross, Targeted
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? Fl
- Page 5 Why? Solid, stable, can see left to right more
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Outdoor vista should imply space, seems like I can see cold
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Like to be able to see out
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? Fl
- Page 8 Why? Cross pieces are intrusive; particular view implies I am on the road—without the cross pieces, I could just be away from the window.
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  - Page 1 Why? Roof is better
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  - Page 2 Why? Brick makes buildings more attractive
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
  - Page 2 Why? Too institutional
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
  - Page 3 Why? More like my parent's home
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  - Page 3 Why? Too rigid
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? B
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? A
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
  - Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  - Page 5 Why? Better visibility
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  - Page 6 Why? Same
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
  - Page 7 Why? Same
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  - Page 8 Why? Same
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Better profile
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Brick is better material
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Don't like the stone blocks
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? Looks like a house interior
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Too hard
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 

- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Better view
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Same
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Unobstructed
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Same
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Nicer shape
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? I like stone better
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Concrete & stucco buildings look "low rent"
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? House shaped
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Too rectangular
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?

- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Larger view
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Same
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Cleaner view
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Same
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  Why? Don't like flat roofs

- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  Why? Brick color

- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  Why? Don't like your dumb stone

- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
  Why? Meets my expectations of a pleasant room

- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  Why? Too choppy

- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
  Which shape suggests health? B
  Which shape suggests healing? A
  Which shape suggests unity? B
  Which shape suggests completion? B
  Which shape suggests confinement? D
  Which shape suggests freedom? E
  Which shape suggests comfort? None
  What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? None
  E - soaring

- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  Why? Seems bigger

- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  Why? Wider view

- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
  Why? Looks more like a window - less like a box

- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  Why? Better view
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable?  
  - Page 1 Why? _A_  
  - Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable?  
  - Page 2 Why? _A_  
  - Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable?  
  - Page 2 Why? _A_  
  - Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable?  
  - Page 3 Why? _A_  
  - Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable?  
  - Page 3 Why? _A_  
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration?  
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests health?  
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests healing?  
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests unity?  
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests completion?  
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement?  
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom?  
  - Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort?  
  - Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?  
  - Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer?  
  - Page 5 Why? _A_  
  - Page 6 Which view do you prefer?  
  - Page 6 Why? _A_  
  - Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer?  
  - Page 7 Why? _A_  
  - Page 8 Which window do you prefer?  
  - Page 8 Why? _A_
Questionnaire

1. Which building looks more comfortable? A
   Why? More attractive roof

2. Which building looks the most comfortable? B
   Why? Brick looks less institutional

3. Which building looks the least comfortable? A
   Why? Concrete/stucco looks most institutional

4. Which room looks the most comfortable? B
   Why? Nice & round

5. Which room looks the least comfortable? A
   Why? Too square

6. Which shape suggests aspiration? B

7. Which shape suggests health? A

8. Which shape suggests healing? A

9. Which shape suggests unity? D

10. Which shape suggests completion? B

11. Which shape suggests confinement? C

12. Which shape suggests freedom? E

13. Which shape suggests comfort? B

14. What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
   Circle = continuity, A = prison, B = hospital, C = square

15. Which window shape do you prefer? B
   Why? More traditional

16. Which view do you prefer? A
   Why? Better view

17. Which window layout do you prefer? B
   Why? More traditional

18. Which window do you prefer? A
   Why? Better view
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? B is too harsh
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Warmer & cozier
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Too dull
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Peaceful looking
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Boxed
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? None
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? More panoramic
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Same
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Clearer view
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Same
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  - Why? Looks more residential
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
  - Why? Simple
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  - Why? Most complex
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
  - Why? Seems bigger
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  - Why? Looks oppressive
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? D
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ____________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  - Why? ____________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  - Why? ____________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
  - Why? ____________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  - Why? ____________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Roof looks better
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Nicest color
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Looks empty
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Round roof/ceiling is better
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Heavy looking
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? C
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? B
- Page 5 Why?
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? B
- Page 6 Why?
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why?
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why?
Questionnaire

• Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
• Page 1 Why? 
• Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
• Page 2 Why? 
• Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
• Page 2 Why? 
• Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
• Page 3 Why? 
• Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? 
• Page 3 Why? 
• Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
• Page 4 Which shape suggests health? E
• Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? B
• Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? F
• Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? G
• Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? H
• Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? I
• Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? J
• Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
• Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? L
• Page 5 Why? 
• Page 6 Which view do you prefer? M
• Page 6 Why? 
• Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? N
• Page 7 Why? 
• Page 8 Which window do you prefer? O
• Page 8 Why? 
Questionnaire

1. Which building looks more comfortable? _________
   Why? _______________________________________
2. Which building looks the most comfortable? _________
   Why? _______________________________________
3. Which building looks the least comfortable? _________
   Why? _______________________________________
4. Which room looks the most comfortable? _________
   Why? _______________________________________
5. Which room looks the least comfortable? _________
   Why? _______________________________________
6. Which shape suggests aspiration? _________
7. Which shape suggests health? _________
8. Which shape suggests healing? _________
9. Which shape suggests unity? _________
10. Which shape suggests completion? _________
11. Which shape suggests confinement? _________
12. Which shape suggests freedom? _________
13. Which shape suggests comfort? _________
14. What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ______________
15. Which window shape do you prefer? _________
   Why? _______________________________________
16. Which view do you prefer? _________
   Why? _______________________________________
17. Which window layout do you prefer? _________
   Why? _______________________________________
18. Which window do you prefer? _________
   Why? _______________________________________

Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? ___________________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? __________
- Page 2 Why? ___________________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? __________
- Page 2 Why? ___________________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? __________
- Page 3 Why? ___________________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? __________
- Page 3 Why? ___________________________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? __________
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ________________________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? __________
- Page 5 Why? ___________________________________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? __________
- Page 6 Why? ___________________________________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? __________
- Page 7 Why? ___________________________________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? __________
- Page 8 Why? ___________________________________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? __________
- Page 1 Why? ____________________________________________________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? __________
- Page 2 Why? ____________________________________________________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? __________
- Page 2 Why? ____________________________________________________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? __________
- Page 3 Why? ____________________________________________________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? __________
- Page 3 Why? ____________________________________________________________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? __________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? __________
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? __________________________________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? __________
- Page 5 Why? ____________________________________________________________________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? __________
- Page 6 Why? ____________________________________________________________________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? __________
- Page 7 Why? ____________________________________________________________________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? __________
- Page 8 Why? ____________________________________________________________________________
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Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  - Page 1 Why? I like the pitched roof
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
  - Page 2 Why? nice appearance
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  - Page 2 Why? cold stone
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
  - Page 3 Why? arches are more new-age
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  - Page 3 Why? sharp corners are oppressive
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? none
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? _________________

- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? ______
- Page 5 Why? _________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? ______
- Page 6 Why? _________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? ______
- Page 7 Why? _________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? ______
- Page 8 Why? _________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  Why? B
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  Why? C
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  Why? D
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
  Why? E
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? E
  Why? F
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
  Which shape suggests health? A
  Which shape suggests healing? B
  Which shape suggests unity? C
  Which shape suggests completion? D
  Which shape suggests confinement? E
  Which shape suggests freedom? F
  Which shape suggests comfort? G
  What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? H
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? I
  Why? J
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? K
  Why? L
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? M
  Why? N
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? O
  Why? P
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? __A
- Page 1 Why? Roof
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? __B
- Page 2 Why? Red bricks (colour)
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? __A
- Page 2 Why? Plain no appeal
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? __B
- Page 3 Why? Softer less rigid
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? __A
- Page 3 Why? Sharp hard lines
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? __
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? __A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? __A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? __B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? __D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? __C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? __B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? __B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? None
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? __B
- Page 5 Why? Home like
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? __A
- Page 6 Why? Panoramic in perspective
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? __B
- Page 7 Why? Expected
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? __B
- Page 8 Why? Expected
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? more domestic
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? suits my personal taste
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? flat looking
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? not harsh like others
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? most harsh
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? A
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? Triangle - mountain, cross - medical care
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? 
- Page 5 Why? 
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? 
- Page 6 Why? 
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? 
- Page 7 Why? 
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? 
- Page 8 Why? 


Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? pitched roof looks better
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Brick is a symbol of quality.
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Stone is cold
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Round shapes are more comfortable.
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? Too angular
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? ________
- Page 5 Why? ________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? ________
- Page 6 Why? ________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? ________
- Page 7 Why? ________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? ________
- Page 8 Why? ________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? More home like
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Brighten, less institutional
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Cold, lacks disorganized, the stimulation
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Rounded, lighter, less harsh, lacking then ample
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? Looks confining
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? G-Unity, while person A-help/healthcare B-structure, confinement C-hope, faith
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? More open
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? See more of the picture
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Faves the away from scene, cut off
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? as above
Questionnaire

- Page 1  Which building looks more comfortable? 
- Page 1 Why?  
- Page 2  Which building looks the most comfortable? 
- Page 2 Why?  
- Page 2  Which building looks the least comfortable? 
- Page 2 Why?  
- Page 3  Which room looks the most comfortable? 
- Page 3 Why?  
- Page 3  Which room looks the least comfortable? 
- Page 3 Why?  
- Page 4  Which shape suggests aspiration? 
- Page 4  Which shape suggests health? 
- Page 4  Which shape suggests healing? 
- Page 4  Which shape suggests unity? 
- Page 4  Which shape suggests completion? 
- Page 4  Which shape suggests confinement? 
- Page 4  Which shape suggests freedom? 
- Page 4  Which shape suggests comfort? 
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?  
- Page 5  Which window shape do you prefer? 
- Page 5 Why?  
- Page 6  Which view do you prefer? 
- Page 6 Why?  
- Page 7  Which window layout do you prefer? 
- Page 7 Why?  
- Page 8  Which window do you prefer? 
- Page 8 Why?
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? __A__
- Page 1 Why? __RESIDENTIAL APPEARANCE__
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? __A__
- Page 2 Why? __EXTERIOR COLORS WILL GAIN MORE READER__
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? __C__
- Page 2 Why? __HARD WARE - BARK APPEARANCE - OLD COLOR__
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? __B__
- Page 3 Why? __SOFT LINES - COLORS - LIGHT INTERIOR__
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? __A__
- Page 3 Why? __HARD LINES - GRAY INTERIOR - DARK INTERIOR__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? __A__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? __A__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? __A__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? __B__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? __C__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? __E__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? __B__
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? __B__
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? __E__
- Page 5 Why? __WAVE GREATER VIEW - LIGHT IN VIEW__
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? __A__
- Page 6 Why? __ABLE TO SEE WAVE OR LIGHT AT END__
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? __A__
- Page 7 Why? __HORIZONTAL OR HORIZONTAL IN HORIZONTAL FIELD__
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? __A__
- Page 8 Why? __SEE ANOTHER ON PAGE__
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? ________________________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? ________________________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? ________________________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? ________________________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? ________________________________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggest comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ____________________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? ________________________________________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? ________________________________________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? ________________________________________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? ________________________________________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? 
- Page 1 Why? 
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? 
- Page 2 Why? 
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? 
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? 
- Page 3 Why? 
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? 
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? 
- Page 5 Why? 
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? 
- Page 6 Why? 
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? 
- Page 7 Why? 
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? 
- Page 8 Why?
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Looks more like a home
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Looks clean
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Cold
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? Reflective of roof shape
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Too grand
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? None
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? 
- Page 5 Why? 
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? 
- Page 6 Why? 
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? 
- Page 7 Why? 
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? 
- Page 8 Why?
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? The building with the roof looks more complete
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Nice sunny color
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Boxy - cold
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Rooms with higher ceilings are cooler in summer
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? Seems to have lowest ceiling
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? Circle - universe, cross - medicine
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? ________
- Page 5 Why? ________________________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? ________
- Page 6 Why? ________________________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? ________
- Page 7 Why? ________________________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? ________
- Page 8 Why? ________________________________
Questionnaire

• Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A

• Page 1 Why? looks finished

• Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B

• Page 2 Why? Nice warm color

• Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A

• Page 2 Why? Concrete buildings are low quality

• Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C

• Page 3 Why? Lots of clear space

• Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A

• Page 3 Why? Too rectangular

• Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E

• Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A

• Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A

• Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? A

• Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? A

• Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? D

• Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? C

• Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? A

• Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ________________

• Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? _______

• Page 5 Why? ________________

• Page 6 Which view do you prefer? _______

• Page 6 Why? ________________

• Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? _______

• Page 7 Why? ________________

• Page 8 Which window do you prefer? _______

• Page 8 Why? ________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  - Why? More character  less stark
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  - Why? Perception
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  - Why? Too busy
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
  - Why? ___________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? B
  - Why? ___________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
  - Which shape suggests health? A
  - Which shape suggests healing? E
  - Which shape suggests unity? B
  - Which shape suggests completion? C
  - Which shape suggests confinement? C
  - Which shape suggests freedom? B
  - Which shape suggests comfort? A
  - What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ___________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  - Why? ___________
- Page 5 Why? More panoramic
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  - Why? ___________
- Page 6 Why? Panoramic
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
  - Why? No obstruction to view
- Page 7 Why? ___________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  - Why? ___________
- Page 8 Why? Panoramic
Questionnaire

1. Which building looks more comfortable? A
   Why? Because it looks more like a home.

2. Which building looks the most comfortable? B
   Why? Because it again fits the home-like qualities.
   Which building looks the least comfortable? C
   Why? Because it represents entrapment.
   Which room looks the most comfortable? A
   Why? Because it appears to be brighter.
   Which room looks the least comfortable? C
   Why? Because it appears to have less room.

3. Which room looks the most comfortable? E
   Which shape suggests aspiration? A
   Which shape suggests health? D
   Which shape suggests healing? B
   Which shape suggests unity? B
   Which shape suggests completion? B
   Which shape suggests confinement? C
   Which shape suggests freedom? E
   Which shape suggests comfort? A
   Why? What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? None.

5. Which window shape do you prefer? B
   Why? Because I like length more than width.

6. Which view do you prefer? A
   Why? Because view B seems to centralize.

7. Which window layout do you prefer? B
   Why? Because it reminds me of home.

8. Which window do you prefer? B
   Why? Because this is how things would look if we were home looking out the window.
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? The building is easier to look at.
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? It looks the least comfortable.
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? It looks more roomy, not cramped.
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? The ceiling does not provide enough room.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? A
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? (A) Help (B) Home (C) Freedom (D) None (E) None
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? I can see the whole picture.
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? I like to look out at the world.
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? The picture is not blocked by the bars.
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A 
- Page 1 Why? don't like flat roofs
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A 
- Page 2 Why? nice color
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C 
- Page 2 Why? too much going on
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C 
- Page 3 Why? seems more spacious
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A 
- Page 3 Why? seems least spacious
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? D 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E 
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E 
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? 
- Page 5 Why? 
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? 
- Page 6 Why? 
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? 
- Page 7 Why? 
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? 
- Page 8 Why?
Questionnaire

Page 1
Which building looks more comfortable? A
Why? B looks like a government building
Page 2
Which building looks the most comfortable? B
Why? Brick is warm
Page 2
Which building looks the least comfortable? C
Why? Cool color
Page 2
Which building looks the most comfortable?
Page 3
Which room looks the most comfortable? A
Why? Nice high ceiling
Page 3
Which room looks the least comfortable? C
Why? Doesn't look as roomy
Page 4
Which shape suggests aspiration? D
Page 4
Which shape suggests health? A
Page 4
Which shape suggests healing? A
Page 4
Which shape suggests unity? B
Page 4
Which shape suggests completion? B
Page 4
Which shape suggests confinement? C
Page 4
Which shape suggests freedom? A
Page 4
Which shape suggests comfort? B
Page 4
What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
Page 5
Which window shape do you prefer?
Page 5
Why?
Page 6
Which view do you prefer?
Page 6
Why?
Page 7
Which window layout do you prefer?
Page 7
Why?
Page 8
Which window do you prefer?
Page 8
Why?
Questionnaire

1. Which building looks more comfortable?  
   - A
   
2. Why?  
   - Room gives more definition and character; B is dull

3. Which building looks the most comfortable?  
   - A
   
4. Why?  
   - More neutral/softer; red a little harsh; C too busy

5. Which building looks the least comfortable?  
   - C
   
6. Why?  
   - Does not reflect to me if just person or factory

7. Which room looks the most comfortable?  
   - B
   
8. Why?  
   - Rounded arch adds softness to ceiling design

9. Which room looks the least comfortable?  
   - A
   
10. Why?  
    - Very structured—lower ceiling

11. Which shape suggests aspiration?  
    - D

12. Which shape suggests health?  
    - A

13. Which shape suggests healing?  
    - A

14. Which shape suggests unity?  
    - B

15. Which shape suggests completion?  
    - C/D

16. Which shape suggests confinement?  
    - C

17. Which shape suggests freedom?  
    - E

18. Which shape suggest comfort?  
    - E

19. What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?  
   - A: associate with Red Cross/Medical; B: external appearance; C/D: geometric figure

20. Which window shape do you prefer?  
    - A

21. Why?  
    - Gives broccoli view, however might depend on design

22. Which view do you prefer?  
    - A

23. Why?  
    - I like wide horizon—more tree shape

24. Which window layout do you prefer?  
    - A

25. Why?  
    - Don't particularly care for small panes

26. Which window do you prefer?  
    - A

27. Why?  
    - Like uninterrupted view
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? The roof looks more inviting and "home-like"
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? The color is more soothing
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Stone I refer to as cold
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Round is more comfortable - no sharp edges
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? Sharp - piercing
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Wide view - somewhat better view
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? B
- Page 6 Why? Close view - can see details better
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? design
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B
- Page 8 Why? design - home like look - inviting
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? It looks more spacious & more like a house
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? The color is more appealing
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? It looks like a corporation's building
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? The rounded roof makes it look more "homely"
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? The curves are so dramatic, it reminds me of a wax
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? ___________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? D
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? A would be medical

- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? B
- Page 5 Why? You get a better view of what's happening outside from top to bottom
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? B
- Page 6 Why? It's almost as if you're standing outside, just that there's a glass there
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? I do not like dividers, they get in the way of viewing
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Nothing interferes w/ the view
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Domestic look
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Bright
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Cold stone looks uncomfortable
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Nice soft round shape
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Too square
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? ______
- Page 5 Why? ________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? ______
- Page 6 Why? ________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? ______
- Page 7 Why? ________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? ______
- Page 8 Why? ________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? B is blah
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Red brick reminds me of home
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Too plain
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Smooth
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Too square
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? none
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? none
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 

- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? 
- Page 5 Why? 
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? 
- Page 6 Why? 
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? 
- Page 7 Why? 
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? 
- Page 8 Why?
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  - Why? B looks less homely
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  - Why? It looks most homely
  - Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  - Why? Looks too stuffy
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
  - Why? Soft
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  - Why? Hard
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
  - Which shape suggests health? A
  - Which shape suggests healing? D
  - Which shape suggests unity? B
  - Which shape suggests completion? B
  - Which shape suggests confinement? C
  - Which shape suggests freedom? B
  - Which shape suggests comfort? A
  - What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
    - Cross - Christianity, triangle - holy trinity
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? 
  - Why? 
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? 
  - Why? 
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? 
  - Why? 
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? 
  - Why?
US PSYCHIATRIC PATIENTS
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? ___________
- Page 1 Why? Has a roof ________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? ___________
- Page 2 Why? Not as weak as the others _______________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? ___________
- Page 2 Why? Looks like a prison ____________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? ___________
- Page 3 Why? The color looks more romantic _________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? ___________
- Page 3 Why? Looks doesn't look moderate ______________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? ___________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? ___________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? ___________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? ___________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? ___________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? ___________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? ___________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? ___________
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? The are simple ________________________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? ___________
- Page 5 Why? A drop means more open to air ________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? ___________
- Page 6 Why? More to see _________________________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? ___________
- Page 7 Why? Nothing gets in the way _______________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? ___________
- Page 8 Why? You can see the whole thing _________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Looks like a house more than others.
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Looks strong
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Gray color is drab
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? More refined
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? Looks like the inside of a log cabin.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? None
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? Cross suggests hospital, triangle suggests a house roof.
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? More space
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Same
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? Old fashioned
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B
- Page 8 Why? Same
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  Why? It has a pitched roof.
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  Why? Red brick is pleasant.
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  Why? Gray stone is unpleasant.
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
  Why? Round & smooth
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  Why? Looks like a box
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
  Which shape suggests health? A
  Which shape suggests healing? A
  Which shape suggests unity? B
  Which shape suggests completion? D
  Which shape suggests confinement? C
  Which shape suggests freedom? B
  Which shape suggests comfort? None
  What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  Why? More open
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  Why? Better view
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
  Why? Simple
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  Why? More open
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  Why? Looks more residential.
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  Why? Brick is a premium material.
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  Why? Looks impersonal.
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
  Why? Nicest shape.
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  Why? Least nice shape.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
  Which shape suggests health? A
  Which shape suggests healing? E
  Which shape suggests unity? E
  Which shape suggests completion? B
  Which shape suggests confinement? C
  Which shape suggests freedom? A
  Which shape suggests comfort? A
  What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  Why? Easier to see out.
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  Why? More to see.
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  Why? Same.
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  - Why? It looks more Homey.

- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B

- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  - Why? It has no shape to it, reminds me of jail.

- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? D
  - Why? It has no shape to it.

- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  - Why? It has no shape to it.

- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
  - Which shape suggests health? A
  - Which shape suggests healing? D
  - Which shape suggests unity? B
  - Which shape suggests completion? D
  - Which shape suggests confinement? C
  - Which shape suggests freedom? E
  - Which shape suggests comfort? E
  - What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?

- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A

- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  - Why? It seems fuller/wider/spacious.

- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
  - Why? Its contemporary and old style.

- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Building B looks like a house (Roof)
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? All buildings look like them. "C" has color/different shades
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Too drab
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? The roundness seems to not end
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Square room - prison like
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? G
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? Health, many grew as hospital symbols of today.
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A seems more roomy
- Page 5 Why? A ted but yet seems wide
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? You can see more limits of your view
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? B again looks like a prison
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? "B" seems to have built in restraints.
Questionnaire

- Page 1  Which building looks more comfortable?  A
- Page 1  Why?  B looks like a house  B looks like a prison
- Page 2  Which building looks the most comfortable?  B
- Page 2  Why?  it looks least like a prison
- Page 2  Which building looks the least comfortable?  C
- Page 2  Why?  it looks most like a prison
- Page 3  Which room looks the most comfortable?  B
- Page 3  Why?  it looks more spacious
- Page 3  Which room looks the least comfortable?  C
- Page 3  Why?  it seems to be smaller than the other two
- Page 4  Which shape suggests aspiration?  E
- Page 4  Which shape suggests health?  A
- Page 4  Which shape suggests healing?  A
- Page 4  Which shape suggests unity?  E
- Page 4  Which shape suggests completion?  B
- Page 4  Which shape suggests confinement?  C
- Page 4  Which shape suggests freedom?  D
- Page 4  Which shape suggests comfort?  E
- Page 4  What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?  C represents a continuous cycle  E represents going ahead
- Page 5  Which window shape do you prefer?  A
- Page 5  Why?  I like a wide view
- Page 6  Which view do you prefer?  A
- Page 6  Why?  there is more to see
- Page 7  Which window layout do you prefer?  A
- Page 7  Why?  nothing is blocking my view
- Page 8  Which window do you prefer?  A
- Page 8  Why?  nothing is blocking my view
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable?  
  - A
  - Why? **domestic**

- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable?  
  - B
  - Why? **color/texture**

- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable?  
  - C

- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable?  
  - B
  - Why? **smooth**

- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable?  
  - A
  - Why? **poxy**

- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration?  
  - D

- Page 4 Which shape suggests health?  
  - A

- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing?  
  - A

- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity?  
  - B

- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion?  
  - B

- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement?  
  - C

- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom?  
  - A

- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort?  
  - B

- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?  

- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer?  
  - A
  - Why? __________

- Page 6 Which view do you prefer?  
  - A
  - Why? __________

- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer?  
  - B
  - Why? __________

- Page 8 Which window do you prefer?  
  - B
  - Why? __________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  Why? Flat roof on B isn’t nice.
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  Looks too institutional.
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
  Looks roomiest.
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
  Looks smallest.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
  Which shape suggests health? A
  Which shape suggests healing? A
  Which shape suggests unity? D
  Which shape suggests completion? None
  Which shape suggests confinement? B
  Which shape suggests freedom? None
  Which shape suggests comfort? B
  What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  Why? Wider
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  Why? Wider
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
  Why? Nothing blocking view
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  Why? Nothing blocking view
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? looks more like a home.
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Nice trick color
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Looks like a jail
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? The round shape is more appealing
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Too boxy
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? none
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? _________________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? B looks too narrow
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Same
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Simple
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Same
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Looks more homey
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Better texture
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Cold
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Prefer round ceiling
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Too square - bit would be OK with a skylight
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Seems bigger
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Better view
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? More homely
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B
- Page 8 Why? Same
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Boot is better
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? I prefer stone buildings
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Boring
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Looks very spacious
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? Looks least spacious
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Wider view
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Allows greater view
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Clear view
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Same
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? The roof provides better shelter.
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Brick buildings are more traditional
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Reminds me of the Sheppard AFB hospital
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Most traditional
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Too modern
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? None
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Can see more
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Same
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? More traditional
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B
- Page 8 Why? Same
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  Why? Looks more like a house.
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? C
  Why? It looks very substantial.
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
  Why? Boring
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
  Why? Rounded ceiling looks more serene.
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  Why? Too Boxy
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
  Which shape suggests health? E
  Which shape suggests healing? D
  Which shape suggests unity? E
  Which shape suggests completion? B
  Which shape suggests confinement? B
  Which shape suggests freedom? None
  Which shape suggests comfort? E
  What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  Why? More space
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  Why? Looks more open
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
  Why? Simpler
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  Why? Same
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? The roof makes it look more homely.
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Brick is a nicer material.
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Looks like a stone prison.
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Looks more spacious
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? Looks the smallest.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? None
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Better view
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Same
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? B
- Page 7 Why? More traditional
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? B
- Page 8 Why? Same
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? It looks more complete
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Brick has a better "feel" than concrete or stone.
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Stone is cold
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Looks weak & feminine
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Wide view
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Wide view
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Clear view
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Clear view
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? More roomy looking
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Nice color
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Drab stone color
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? Looks like a little house
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Too fussy
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? None
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? E
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes?
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Seems like larger area
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? More visibility
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? B looks like it has bars on windows
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Same
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? It looks more like a regular house than B
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? A looks like a prison, C looks like a workplace
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? It reminds me of a penitentiary
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? C
- Page 3 Why? It reminds me of my house
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? A looks like it was built for people
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? A
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? power,lessness, safety
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Can see more area
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Can see more of what happening
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Nothing in blocking your view
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? You can see the whole picture and not have blind spots.
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  Why? It looks like it has more room.
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
  Why? Brick always looks more expensive.
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  Why? It gives me the impression of unwinding.
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
  Why? Doesn't look as if it is spacious.
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? C
  Why? Looks darker, does not give the impression of more space.
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
  Which shape suggests health? A
  Which shape suggests healing? ______
  Which shape suggests unity? D
  Which shape suggests completion? ______
  Which shape suggests confinement? ______
  Which shape suggests freedom? ______
  Which shape suggests comfort? ______
  What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? ________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? P
  Why? Spaciousness
  Which view do you prefer? A
  Why? Doesn't look confining.
  Which window layout do you prefer? A
  Why? The curtains make the window look smaller.
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  Why? Same as above.
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? It has a nice roof
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Pleasant, warm color.
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Gray & drab
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Nice & round
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Too square
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? 
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Better view
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Same
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Nothing blocking the view
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Easier to see through
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
  Why? B looks like a state hospital.
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? A
  Why? Nice bright color - but I don't like the shape
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
  Why? Looks spooky
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
  Why? I like curves
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
  Why? Reminds me of a dungeon
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? C
  Which shape suggests health? A
  Which shape suggests healing? D
  Which shape suggests unity? B
  Which shape suggests completion? C
  Which shape suggests confinement? C
  Which shape suggests freedom? A
  Which shape suggests comfort? A
  What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? triangle - power
  square - solidity
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
  Why? Seems like a bigger area
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
  Why? Can see more things outside
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
  Why? Unobstructed view
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
  Why? Same
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? Looks more like a house
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Brick is nice & warm
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? Looks cold
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? Best shape
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Ceiling is too high
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? Heart, drop, sadness
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Seems like its bigger
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Bigger view
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? No interruptions to view
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Same
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? _________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? _________________________________
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? C
- Page 2 Why? _________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? D
- Page 3 Why? _________________________________
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? E
- Page 3 Why? _________________________________
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? F
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? G
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? H
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? I
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? J
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? K
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? L
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? M
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? _________________________________
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? N
- Page 5 Why? _________________________________
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? O
- Page 6 Why? _________________________________
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? P
- Page 7 Why? _________________________________
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? Q
- Page 8 Why? _________________________________
Questionnaire

- Page 1 Which building looks more comfortable? A
- Page 1 Why? B looks like a jail
- Page 2 Which building looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 2 Why? Looks like a college dormitory
- Page 2 Which building looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 2 Why? Looks like an insane asylum
- Page 3 Which room looks the most comfortable? B
- Page 3 Why? The rounded ceiling has more charm
- Page 3 Which room looks the least comfortable? A
- Page 3 Why? Scary
- Page 4 Which shape suggests aspiration? D
- Page 4 Which shape suggests health? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests healing? A
- Page 4 Which shape suggests unity? B
- Page 4 Which shape suggests completion? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests confinement? C
- Page 4 Which shape suggests freedom? E
- Page 4 Which shape suggests comfort? B
- Page 4 What meanings (if any) do you ascribe to these shapes? Cross suggests medicine, circle suggests infinity
- Page 5 Which window shape do you prefer? A
- Page 5 Why? Bigger view
- Page 6 Which view do you prefer? A
- Page 6 Why? Better opportunity to enjoy nature
- Page 7 Which window layout do you prefer? A
- Page 7 Why? Blocks old fashioned
- Page 8 Which window do you prefer? A
- Page 8 Why? Its more modern